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Impact of Mobility on the BER Performance
of Ad Hoc Wireless Networks
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Abstract—In this paper, the authors quantify the impact of mobility on the bit error rate (BER) performance of ad hoc wireless
networks. Analytical expressions, relating the BER at the end of
a multihop route with the mobility characteristics of the nodes
and the switching strategy, are derived on the basis of a rigorous
detection-theoretic approach. In particular, two network switching
scenarios are considered: 1) opportunistic nonreservation-based
switching (ONRBS), where a message flows from source to destination by opportunistically choosing the available shortest consecutive links and 2) reservation-based switching (RBS), where,
after the creation of a multihop route from source to destination,
the message is “forced” to flow over the reserved links, regardless
of their actual lengths. The network performance is evaluated for
both an ideal case (without interference) and a realistic case (with
interference). The improved robustness against mobility offered
by ONRBS, with respect to RBS, is analyzed and quantified.
In particular, two node mobility models, known as directionpersistent (DP) and direction-non-persistent (DNP), are considered, and it is shown that DP mobility causes a much more
profound degradation in the end-to-end route BER than DNP
mobility. This conclusion is more pronounced in ad hoc wireless
networks employing RBS. Overall, the results show that if the
medium access control (MAC) protocol is not efficient in canceling
or mitigating the interference, then the role of the switching/
routing strategy in network performance is quite minor.
Index Terms—Ad hoc wireless networks, internode interference
(INI), mobility, nonreservation-based switching (NRBS), RBS.

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

ULTIHOP wireless ad hoc and sensor networks have recently attracted a lot of attention due to their potential to
provide ubiquitous connectivity [1], [2]. In particular, in future
generations of ad hoc wireless networks, nodes are likely to be
mobile (e.g., car-based ad hoc wireless networks) [1], [3]–[5].
However, maintaining multihop communication routes is a
challenge, especially in the case of mobile nodes: the topology
is time-varying and, once a route has been established, local
route maintenance is necessary in order for that route to continue to work when a link is broken [6]–[9]. In [10], it is shown
that designed mobility might be helpful in surveillance sensor
networks.
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Recently, the concept of transport capacity has been introduced and quantified, via an approach that is informationtheoretically inspired, in [11]. The concept of transport
capacity, which simultaneously takes into account the amount
of information transferred in the network and the distance
over which the information is transferred, represents a very
useful measure of the maximum sustainable information flow
in multihop ad hoc wireless networks. While mobility can, theoretically speaking, increase the transport capacity (as shown
in [12]), the effect of mobility on the performance of practical
ad hoc wireless networks is deleterious [13]. In [14], Neely
and Modiano consider a network with cell-partitioned structure,
where nodes move according to a simplified uniform mobility model, and redundant packets are sent by each source to
the corresponding destination through multiple paths. For this
scenario, fundamental tradeoffs between network capacity and
queuing delay are derived. In [15], the maximum transmission
rate and an upper bound on the transmission delay are evaluated
in an ad hoc wireless networking scenario with mobile nodes,
taking into account the presence of fading.
A novel communication-theoretic framework for ad hoc
wireless networks has been proposed in [16]–[19], on the
basis of a “bottom-up” approach. In particular, the impact of
the physical-layer characteristics on the network performance,
jointly with the medium-access-control (MAC) protocol employed and the specific switching strategy (either reservationbased switching (RBS) [16], [17] or non-RBS (NRBS) with
disjoint multihop routes [18]), is evaluated.
While in [16]–[18] a network-communication scenario with
static nodes placed at the vertices of a regular square grid
is considered, in this paper we extend the proposed framework by incorporating the effects of node mobility on the
performance of ad hoc wireless networks. Rather than relying
heavily on computer simulations, we propose a novel semianalytical approach for quantifying the impact of mobility.
We consider both an ideal network-communication scenario,
without internode interference (INI), and a realistic networkcommunication scenario, where communication is affected by
INI. In the latter case, reserve-and-go (RESGO) MAC protocol,
originally proposed in [16] and characterized by multihop route
reservation and absence of collision-based retransmission in
intermediate links,1 is used. Two possible switching strategies
1 This MAC protocol was incorrectly referred to in [16] and [17] as the
Aloha MAC protocol, for its resemblance, in terms of route activation being
independent from the activity of other nodes in the network, with the classic
Aloha MAC protocol [20]. However, there are significant differences that
make the proposed protocol different from the classic Aloha MAC protocol:
1) multihop route reservation and 2) no use of retransmission techniques.
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are considered: 1) opportunistic NRBS (ONRBS), where successive hops from source to destination are dynamically chosen
based on their lengths (for example, nodes could be equipped
with some location-tracking devices able to evaluate the distance between them), and 2) RBS, where successive hops of
a multihop route are activated consecutively regardless of their
actual lengths. In both cases, we consider two different mobility
models, known as direction-persistent (DP) and direction-nonpersistent (DNP), characterized by the fact that the directions
of movement of the two nodes at the ends of a link do not
change or change, respectively, during the transmission of a
message. We point out, however, that the proposed framework
can be used for any mobility pattern, provided that a statistical
description of the mobility pattern is available. Numerical
results, in terms of bit error rate (BER) at the end of a multihop
route with an average number of hops, are presented to assess
the performance of the considered ad hoc wireless networkcommunication schemes. In particular, in this paper, we evaluate the impact of 1) switching technique; 2) mobility pattern;
3) message length; and 4) maximum node speed. As expected,
ONRBS mitigates the performance degradation, caused by
node mobility, more efficiently than RBS. We also show that
the impact of interference is deleterious, almost irrespective
of the switching strategy. Therefore, if the MAC protocol is
relatively simple (like RESGO), then the interference might
be detrimental. Our results also show that mobility patterns
characterized by frequent changes of direction lead to improved
performance, and that this improvement is more pronounced in
a scenario with RBS, rather than in a scenario with ONRBS.
Finally, we draw some conclusions on the impact of the MAC
protocol and switching (routing) strategy employed on the
performance of ad hoc wireless networks.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we consider basic assumptions and preliminaries
for the evaluation of the route BER in a scenario without
interference. In Section III, a rigorous detection-theoretic approach to performance evaluation for scenarios with interference is proposed. In Section IV, we describe the principles of
ONRBS and RBS in multihop ad hoc wireless networks. In
Section V, the details of the two mobility models considered
in this paper are outlined, and a semi-analytical approach to
performance evaluation is proposed. In Section VI, extensive
numerical results are presented that quantify the impact of node
mobility, together with the switching strategy, on the network
performance. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. A SSUMPTIONS AND P RELIMINARIES
The ad hoc wireless network-communication scenario considered in this paper can be characterized as follows.
1) Peer-to-peer multihop communications are considered.
2) The route creation phase is not considered. While this is
a fundamental phase for ad hoc wireless networking [1],
in this paper we are interested in analyzing the “steadystate” performance in the presence of node mobility. In
the remainder of this paper, we do not comment on the
route creation phase. Rather, we evaluate the network

performance assuming that routes have been created.
Obviously, mobility affects the route creation phase as
well. However, assuming that an efficient routing protocol
is employed, the duration of the route discovery phase
should be significantly lower than the route utilization
phase. Therefore, the impact of mobility is more significant in the transmission phase.
3) A node transmits information only after reserving a multihop route to its desired destination, and we assume
that the generation/transmission process is described by
a Poisson distribution, with parameter λ (dimension:
[msg/s]), corresponding to the average message generation rate. In particular, the messages have fixed length M
(dimension: [b/msg]), and the transmission data rate at
each node, which is denoted as Rb (dimension: [b/s]), is
fixed as well. Neglecting the propagation time, the duration of a message transmission between the two nodes of


a link is Dmsg = M/Rb . Each node, after transmitting a
generated message, releases the reserved multihop route.
Extensions to packetized transmissions can be considered
based on the framework presented in [19].
4) The analysis of the delay incurred with multihop communications, although fundamental, is beyond the scope
of this paper. In fact, we limit ourselves to the evaluation
of a communication-theoretic performance metric such as
the route BER. The analysis presented in this paper can
be extended to take into account the delay performance,
according to the approach proposed in [19], [21] and [22].
5) No intermediate retransmission mechanism is used. However, the proposed approach can be extended to this case
by taking into account the impact of retransmissions
on the link BER. We are currently investigating this
research direction, and preliminary results are presented
in [21], [22].
6) We assume that there are N mobile nodes in the network,
and that they are confined inside a network surface with
area A. This may correspond, for example, to an ad hoc
wireless network of laptops in a university campus (people are likely to move inside the campus, but they tend
to remain within the campus area) or to an ad hoc wireless network of mobile phones and laptops in an airport
terminal.
In order to derive an analytical model that captures the impact
of node mobility, we first recall a few basic results from the
framework proposed in [19]. In particular, it is assumed that
N nodes are placed at the vertices of a square grid over a
circular surface with area A: each node has, therefore, four
nearest neighbors (neglecting border effects). Any multihop
route is constituted by a sequence of hops between neighboring
nodes. Denoting by ρS = N/A, the node spatial density, in [17]
it is shown that the distance between two neighboring nodes,
denoted by dlink , can be written as
1
dlink = √ .
ρS

(1)

Denoting by BERlink the BER at the end of a single link, and
assuming that 1) each link (of length dlink ) is characterized
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by the same BER2 ; 2) there are no burst errors; and
3) the uncorrected bit errors in a link (after the processing at
the receiving node of the link) are never recovered from in the
following links, it is possible to show that the BER at the end
(nh )
, can be
of a multihop route with nh hops, denoted by BERroute
expressed as [16]
h
BERroute
= 1 − (1 − BERlink )nh .

(n )

(2)

Expression (2) shows the dependence of the BER at the end
of a multihop route on the number of hops nh and on the
link BER. In particular, the link BER depends, among other
parameters, on the SNR at the receiving node of the link,
denoted as SNRlink . While the assumption of error accumulation used to derive (2) might seem overly pessimistic, simulation results show that it is accurate for route BER values
of interest.
In order to perform an average performance analysis, we
evaluate the BER at the end of a multihop route with an
average number of hops. In other words, we evaluate the
BER expression (2) with an average number of hops nh . It is
possible to show that this represents an accurate estimate of
the expected route BER, where the expectation is carried out
over the number of hops [19]. A good statistical description
of the number of hops nh is given by a “quasi-binomial” distribution (obtained from a binomial distribution by eliminating
the probability mass at zero)—this is motivated by the fact that
very short or very long routes are more unlikely than routes
with medium length. We therefore assume that the number of
hops nh is quasi-binomially distributed between one and the
, over a diameter
maximum number of hops, denoted as nmax
h
=
of the circular network
surface—it
can
be
shown
that nmax
h

2rA /dlink = 2 N/π, where rA is the radius of the surface
2
), and the notation ∗ indicates the integer
area (i.e., A = πrA
3
value closestto the argument ∗. Therefore, one obtains nh =
/2 =  N/π. Finally, the BER at the end of a multihop
nmax
h
route with an average number of hops can be written as
BERroute =

(nh )
BERroute

nh

= 1 − (1 − BERlink ) .

order” of x(n) for n ≥ n0 [23]. In particular, all the results
presented in the following have to be interpreted as results valid
“on the order,” rather than exact results. As such, they provide
useful guidelines to understand the impact of mobility on
ad hoc wireless networks.
We assume that the transmitted signal is simply affected by
free-space loss. Hence, according to Friis formula [24], the
received signal power at distance dlink from the transmitter (i.e.,
the received signal power in a single link transmission), denoted
as Pr , can be expressed as

Pr =

2 Assumption 1) might not be exactly true in a real communication scenario
affected by INI, since the level of interference experienced by a node depends
on its position with respect to the other nodes. However, the obtained results
will provide useful insights into the impact of node mobility in more realistic
scenarios as well.
3 We point out that the notation x is ill-defined if the noninteger part of x
is 0.5. However, since it is applied to real-valued quantities, the probability that
the noninteger part is 0.5 is zero.

αPt
Gt Gr c2 Pt
=
2
dlink
(4π)2 fl fc2 d2link

(4)

where Pt is the transmit power (assumed common for all
nodes), Gt and Gr are the transmitter and receiver antenna
gains, respectively, fc is the carrier frequency, c is the speed of
light, and fl ≥ 1 is a loss factor. In the following, we consider
Gt = Gr = 1 (omnidirectional antennas) and fl = 1 (no system losses not associated with propagation). While we consider
here a scenario with free space propagation (Pr ∝ Pt /d2link ),
our approach can also be extended to other propagation scenarios characterized by stronger attenuation (Pr ∝ Pt /dγlink , where
γ > 2).
Note that in the case of an ad hoc wireless network with
mobile nodes, owing to the assumption that the nodes, although mobile, are confined within the network surface (i.e.,
the average node spatial density remains fixed to ρS = N/A), it
follows that, on average, any node can find a neighboring node
√
at distance Θ(1/ ρS )—provided that it can afford waiting a
sufficiently long time.
In an ideal (no interference) scenario, the only noise affecting
the received signal at each node is the thermal noise, which is
modeled as additive, white, and Gaussian. We define the link
SNR as

SNRlink =

(3)

We note that the assumption that the maximum number of
hops corresponds to a diameter of the network circular surface
is not precise, in the sense that a multihop route between two
nodes at the end points of a diameter might be “around” the
straight line connecting the nodes. However, assuming that
the routing
√ strategy is “intelligent,” it is possible to show that
nh = Θ( N ), regardless of the network surface shape, where
the notation y(n) = Θ(x(n)) indicates that y(n) is “on the
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Ebit
Ethermal

(5)



where Ebit = Pr /Rb is the received energy per bit, and
Ethermal is the thermal noise power spectral density, which
can be written as F kT0 , where F is the noise figure [24],
k = 1.38 × 10−23 J/K is the Boltzmann’s constant, and T0 is
the room temperature (T0 = 300 K). Therefore, one can write

SNRlink =

αPt
.
F kT0 Rb d2link

(6)

The assumption of the absence of interference holds in a
network-communication scenario where different multihop
communication routes do not interfere with each other. This
could be obtained, for example, by using perfectly orthogonal
spreading codes (or disjoint frequency bands) in active disjoint
multihop routes, or considering local scheduling in order to
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avoid collisions between nodes near each other during transmission. In the case of uncoded binary phase shift keying (BPSK),
which will be the modulation format used in the remainder of
this paper, the link BER is


2 SNRlink
BERlink = Q
∞
1
2
e−x /2 dx.
(7)
=√
2π √
2 SNRlink

The extension of this work to scenarios with other modulation formats can be carried out following the approach in [25].
Note also that the results in the ideal case may be representative
for an ultrawideband network-communication scenario, where
interference is practically negligible.
III. I NTERFERENCE A NALYSIS
In order to characterize the BER performance in a scenario
with interference, we distinguish between two different MAC
protocols considered in this paper.

Fig. 1. Concentric tiered structure of nodes, in the case of square-grid
topology, around node nD .

A. RESGO MAC Protocol
The main characteristic of RESGO MAC protocol is the fact
that a node, after reserving a multihop route to its destination,
starts immediately the transmission of a message, since there is
no channel sensing. Hence, each node in the network can potentially and independently damage the transmission between
the two nodes at the two ends of a link. Instead of considering
the probability of collision between the transmitted message
and an interfering message, we focus on the probability of a
single bit in the transmitted message being interfered by the
transmission from the other nodes in the network. This choice is
motivated by the fact that in a wireless communication scenario,
if two messages collide only partially, the overall quality of
the received message might still be acceptable. For instance,
in wired network communications, since the propagation loss
is negligible, the absence of collision leads to virtually errorfree transmissions. Therefore, the network-communication
protocols are often based on the use of retransmission mechanisms in order to avoid collisions in subsequent transmissions.
Since the considered MAC protocols in this paper do not
make use of retransmission mechanism retransmission mechanisms, a bit-level interference analysis is more accurate for
a network-communication scenario with a quality of service
(QoS) based on the maximum tolerable BER at the end of a
communication route.
We now evaluate the interference experienced by the receiving node of an intermediate link of a multihop route. We will
refer to the nodes forming this link as nS (transmitting) and nD
(receiving), respectively. The vulnerable interval at a generic
interfering node represents the interval such that any message
transmission from this node, starting within this interval, will
interfere with the considered bit in the message transmitted by
the source node. It is possible to conclude that, in a scenario
with RESGO MAC protocol, the length of the vulnerable
interval does not depend on the specific bit position in the

transmitted message and is equal to Dmsg . Hence, the analysis
on a per-bit basis does not depend either on the particular bit
inside the transmitted message or on the particular interfering
node. One thus obtains


bit interference
p =P
from node n


no transmission
=1 − P
in the vulnerable interval
= 1 − e−λDmsg .


1, then p λDmsg = λM/Rb is a valid
If λDmsg
approximation.
We now consider a rigorous detection-theoretic approach for
the evaluation of the average link BER in the presence of INI
and RESGO MAC protocol. We show that the widely used
Gaussian assumption for the distribution of the interference
noise has limited validity, especially in dense ad hoc wireless
networks. In order to analytically characterize the impact of interference, we refer to a regular square-grid topology, as shown
in Fig. 1, and we assume that the link of interest is placed at the
center of the network. The applicability of the obtained results
to a scenario with mobile nodes is justified by the constraint
that nodes, while moving, are confined within the fixed network
surface. We consider the BER performance in a scenario where
only the nodes from first square tier around nD , denoted as
Tier 1, interfere with an ongoing link transmission. Obviously,
this is not realistic, since all nodes in the network interfere.
However, it can be shown that the interference originating from
nodes in external tiers (beyond Tier 1) is negligible.
Considering the link between nodes nS and nD shown in
Fig. 1, the nodes in Tier 1 can be classified in two groups of
nodes.
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Group 1) The number of nodes in this group, which is denoted4
as nodes11 , is equal to 3. Each of them generates
(11)
an interference power equal to Pr
= Pr =
(11)
αPt /d2link . The received bit energy is Eb = Eb =
Pr /Rb .
Group 2) The number of nodes in this group, denoted as
nodes12 , is equal to 4. Each of them generates
(12)
an interference power equal to Pr
= Pr /2 =
(12)
2
αPt /2dlink . The received bit energy is Eb =
Eb /2.
Averaging properly over the interfering nodes and assuming
that BPSK is the modulation format, using combinatorics, it
can be shown that the average link BER can be written as
follows [19]:
BERlink =

nodes
11 nodes
12

nodes12 n11 +n12
p
n12
n11 =0 n12 =0
1
· (1 − p)nodes11 +nodes12 −n11 −n12 n +n
11
12
2
n11
n12
√ 
2
2
Eb
·
Q
1 + term11 (n11 , i11 )
σ
i =1 i =1
11

nodes11
n11

Fig. 2. Route BER as a function of the node spatial density, considering
the interference originating only from nodes in Tier 1. The main parameters
are Pt = 1 mW, Gt = Gr = fl = 1, λ = 0.5 msg/s, M = 1000 b/msg,
F = 6 dB, and N = 300. Various values of the data rate Rb are considered.
For comparison, the route BER predicted by the Gaussian assumption is also
shown.



The route BER (corresponding to the average link BER) can be
written as5

12

+

term12 (n12 , i12 )
√
2

(8)



where σ = F kT0 /2, p = 1 − e−λM/Rb λM/Rb , and the
notation termij (h, k) has the following meaning.
1) i −→ refers to the tier (up to this point, there is only
Tier 1).
2) j −→ refers to the jth subgroup within the tier, containing nodesij nodes.
3) h = 0, . . . , nodesij −→ indicates how many nodes from
Group ij are transmitting.
4) k = 1, . . . , 2h −→ is an index of the possible ways in
which h nodes can transmit—since we are considering
binary transmissions, the total number of ways in which
the nodes can transmit is 2h .
The quantity termij (h, k) will be used to characterize the overall interfering signal, by combining the signs of the component
interfering signals. In particular, we define
term11 (0, 20 ) = 0
term11 (1, 1) = + 1
term11 (1, 21 ) = − 1
term11 (2, 1) = + 1 + 1 = +2
term11 (2, 2) = + 1 − 1 = 0
· · · term11 (2, 22 ) = −1 − 1 = −2
term11 (3, 1) = + 1 + 1 + 1 = +3; . . .
· · · term11 (3, 23 ) = −1 − 1 − 1 = −3
term12 (h, k) = term11 (h, k) h = 0, . . . , 3 k = 1, . . . , 2h
term12 (4, 1) = + 1 + 1 + 1 + 1 = +4; . . .
· · · term12 (4, 24 ) = −1 − 1 − 1 − 1 = −4.

4 In the considered notation for a group of nodes, the first boldface number
refers to the tier, whereas the second number refers to the particular subgroup
in the corresponding tier.

BERroute = 1 − (1 − BERlink )nh .

(9)

The route BER performance, in a scenario with Pt = 1 mW,
Gt = Gr = fl = 1, N = 300, F = 6 dB, λ = 0.5 msg/s, and
M = 1000 b/msg, is shown in Fig. 2, for two values of the
data rate Rb (2 Mb/s and 100 kb/s, respectively). In the figure,
for the sake of comparison, the route BER under the Gaussian
assumption for the interference noise is also shown—the details of the derivation of the route BER under the Gaussian
assumption can be found in [16] and [17]. While the correct
interference analysis predicts a very high BER floor, the route
BER predicted with the Gaussian assumption presents a much
lower BER floor. We observe, however, that for sufficiently
low values of the node spatial density, i.e., for sufficiently high
route BER values, the route BER predicted by the Gaussian
assumption is a very good approximation for the route BER
predicted with the exact interference analysis. This phenomenon can be given an intuitive explanation. For low values of
the node spatial density, the interfering nodes are relatively
distant from the receiver. Therefore, they interfere more or
less in the same way at the receiver, and the presence of
a sufficiently large number of nodes justifies the use of the
central limit theorem (CLT) to characterize the distribution
of the interfering noise as Gaussian [26]. However, as the
node spatial density increases, the closest neighbors (in Tier 1)
interfere much more (relatively) than the other nodes, and this
prevents the application of the CLT, since the outer nodes will
contribute a negligible amount of interference. Moreover, the
presence of neighboring nodes interfering with approximately
the same power of the received useful signal leads to an unavoidable BER floor, which is analytically characterized in the
following paragraph.
5 The route BER given by (9) is not exactly the average route BER but the
route BER corresponding to the average link BER. Our results, however, show
that the average route BER is slightly lower than the BER given by (9).
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Considering expression (9) for the route BER based on the
exact interference analysis, it is possible to find an analytic
expression for the BER floor. In fact, it is sufficient to isolate
the Q(·) terms whose arguments are lower than or equal to zero
to find the asymptotic (for large node spatial densities) route
BER. Since, in these cases, 1 < Q(·) ≤ 1/2, it is sufficient to
consider the “weight” of these Q(·) terms: the term with the
highest weight will clearly be the dominant one. After a simple
analysis, one finds that

lim BERlink

ρS →∞

3p
=
4



− λM
3 1 − e Rb
4

3λM
4Rb

(10)

where the two approximations hold provided that p
1, i.e.,
there is low traffic. Therefore, the route BER becomes


BERRESGO
route,ﬂoor = lim BERroute
ρS →∞


= 1 − 1 − lim BERlink

nh

all hope is lost. These observations suggest the following simple
approximation for the route BER:

ρS →∞


3p
1− 1−
4

nh

3nh λM
3nh p
=
4
4Rb

Fig. 3. Route BER as a function of the node spatial density, considering
the interference originating only from nodes in Tier 1. The main parameters
are Pt = 1 mW, Gt = Gr = fl = 1, λ = 0.5 msg/s, M = 1000 b/msg,
F = 6 dB, and N = 300. Various values of the data rate Rb are considered.
Analytical and simulation route BER results are shown.



(11)

where, in the last passage, we have considered a first order
Taylor series expansion exploiting the fact that p
1.
To verify our analysis, we also compute the route BER via
Monte Carlo simulations. In the simulation, each node transmits
packets according to RESGO MAC protocol. For each bit
received by the receiver, the detection decision is made based
on the total received signal (i.e., the information-bearing signal
from the transmitter, the interference signals, and the thermal
noise). If the received bit is different from the original bit
sent by the transmitter, it is declared as a bit error. Through
a Monte Carlo approach, the link BER can then be obtained
by calculating the ratio between the number of bits received in
error and the total number of bits received. Finally, the route
BER can be obtained from the link BER using (9). In Fig. 3,
we compare the route BER obtained from the analysis with
that obtained by simulation. The parameters used are the same
as those in Fig. 2. It can be observed that both analytical and
simulation results are in good agreement.
As previously observed in Fig. 2, the route BER predicted
by the exact interference analysis coincides with that predicted
by the Gaussian assumption for BER values higher than that
corresponding to the BER floor, an approximate expression for
which is given by (11). In other words, the Gaussian assumption
is valid for 1) low node spatial density and/or 2) low traffic
intensity. However, in these conditions, the interference power
is not the dominant source of noise. The failure of the Gaussian
assumption in scenarios with medium/high node spatial density
is due to the fact that there are a few nodes, especially in
Tier 1, which interfere significantly more than the others with
the transmitted signal. In particular, if a single node from
Group 11 interferes destructively with the transmitted signal,

 3n p
h
,
BERroute max 1−
4
 

nh 
2Pr
= max 1− 1−Q
Pthermal +Pint

3nh λM
(12)
4Rb
nh
1−BERGauss
link

where the expression for the link BER under the Gaussian
assumption for the interference noise [i.e., BERGauss
in the
link
first term in the maximum operator in (12)] is derived in [16]
and [17]. By adding the interference powers contributed from
the interfering nodes in the concentric tiers in the square-grid
topology in Fig. 1 and recalling that each of them has to be
weighed by the same probability p = 1 − eλM/Rb , it can be
shown that the average interference power can be expressed as


− λM
RESGO
Pint
= αPt ρS 1 − e Rb ∆A (N )
αPt ρS

λM
∆A (N )
Rb

(13)

where the last approximation holds for low traffic load, and

√
 N /2




∆A (N ) = 


i=1



i−1

1
6
 +8
 − 1 .
2 + j2
i2
i
j=1

(14)

The quantity ∆A (N ) depends on the geometry of the node
distribution (square grid). Preliminary results suggest, however,
that the difference between various regular topologies is negligible. It is possible to show that there is excellent agreement
between the exact route BER and the approximate route BER
for the considered network scenarios.
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B. Reserve-Listen-and-Go (RESLIGO) MAC Protocol
Unlike the case with RESGO MAC protocol considered
above, in the case with the second MAC protocol6 proposed in
[16], [17], and [19], a source node, after reserving a multihop
communication route to its destination, first senses the shared
radio channel and then, if the channel is idle, starts transmitting.
For this reason, we refer to this MAC protocol as RESLIGO. If
the source node senses that another multihop route is active, it
delays the activation of its reserved multihop route. It is possible
to show that, in an ad hoc wireless network 1) with a number of
nodes not extremely large and 2) with sufficiently high receiver
sensitivity (so that a node can “hear” any other node in the network), the use of this MAC protocol is such that only one route
at a time is active. More details on the impact of the receiver
sensitivity on the performance of ad hoc wireless networks can
be found in [29]. In this way, the interference between nodes is
basically reduced to zero, and the corresponding performance,
in terms of BER, is equal to that in the ideal case. In particular,
all the results, shown in Section VI, relative to an ideal networkcommunication scenario, are valid also in a realistic networkcommunication scenario where RESLIGO MAC protocol
is in use.
C. Performance Analysis of RESGO MAC Protocol in a
Scenario With Node Mobility
Provided that the maximum tolerable BER at the end of a
multihop route is higher than BERRESGO
route,ﬂoor and, consequently,
the Gaussian assumption for the interference noise can be
applied, the link SNR can be written as follows:
SNRint
link =

Ebit
RESGO
Ethermal + Eint

(15)

RESGO
is the interference energy. Assuming that the
where Eint
sum of the interfering signals can be considered as an additive
RESGO
RESGO
white7 process, it follows that Eint
= Pint
/B, where
RESGO
Pint
is the received interference power, and B is the
transmission bandwidth. The expression for Pint is given by
(13)—in general, the interference power depends on the specific
MAC protocol in use and the spatial distribution of the nodes.
In Section VI, the impact of the INI (i.e., interference), when
RESGO MAC protocol is used, will be evaluated as follows.
1) First, the impact of the INI will be evaluated simply by
substituting in the link SNR expression (15) the interference noise power given by (13). Then, the route BER will
be evaluated through the novel semi-analytical approach
(which takes into account the node mobility) described
in Section V. We will refer to this BER as BERGauss
route .
This is obviously not rigorous, since, because of mobility,
the node topology is likely not to be regular (square

6 In [16] and [17], this MAC protocol was incorrectly referred to as per-route
carrier sense multiple access (PR-CSMA), since it resembles CSMA [27], [28],
in the sense that, before activating the reserved route, a source node senses the
channel and transmits only if the channel is idle.
7 The assumption of white interference noise is reasonable in a scenario with
antipodal modulation (e.g., BPSK) and asynchronism between transmissions
from different nodes. In fact, in this case, it is very likely that any shifted version
of the interfering signal is highly uncorrelated with the original version.
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grid), so that the considered expression for the average
interference power is not extremely accurate. However,
owing to the assumption that the nodes cannot exit the
network surface and due to the focus of this paper (the
analysis of the impact of node mobility), we will use
the simple closed-form expression (13) to take into account the interference. A more rigorous analysis, taking
explicitly into account the effective node distribution
and based on computer simulations, can be carried out
following the approach proposed in [30] and [31].
2) At this point, one should compare the route BER computed as described in the previous item (under the
Gaussian assumption) with the BER floor due to RESGO
MAC protocol, and select the maximum one. The extension of the analysis carried out in Section III-A, valid
for static nodes placed at the vertices of a square grid,
in a scenario with node mobility is difficult and requires
heavy use of simulation. In Section III-A, (11) for the
route BER floor with RESGO MAC protocol has been
found. From this equation, one can conclude that the
route BER floor with RESGO MAC protocol depends
only on the traffic load λM and the data rate Rb , but not,
for example, on the node spatial density. Motivated by
this observation, and since in the current scenario with
mobility we are assuming that nodes cannot move out of
the network surface, we still assume that the route BER
has the same expression given by (11). In fact, under the
assumption that nodes do not move out of the network
surface, each node experiences, on average, the same
level of interference of a static scenario.
IV. S WITCHING M ODELS
A. Opportunistic Nonreservation-Based Switching (ONRBS)
Under this switching model, a source node, in need of communicating with a destination node, does not statically reserve
intermediate relay nodes. Instead, once the transmission from
the source node has started, consecutive links, from source
to destination, are chosen opportunistically, based on their
lengths. In other words, at the moment of route creation,8 a
“tentative” multihop route (or, possibly, more than a single
multihop route [18]) from source to destination is created.
Afterwards, there is adaptive maintenance of the route links.
More precisely, if two consecutive nodes (constituting a link)
of the originally created route move too far from each other, the
starting node of this link will choose another node at average
√
distance Θ(1/ ρS ). As underlined before, the assumptions that
nodes 1) are confined within the network surface with fixed area
and 2) are mobile imply that, on average, a node can always
√
find a neighboring node at distance Θ(1/ ρS ). Note that it
√
might happen that a neighboring node at distance Θ(1/ ρS ) is
not immediately present: in this sense, the overall transmission
from source to destination might incur an additional delay,
8 As mentioned in the general assumptions considered in Section II, the phase
of route creation is not considered explicitly since it is beyond the scope of this
paper. However, we note that it should depend on the broadcast sent by a source
node. The route discovery process can be studied according to the principles of
broadcast percolation [32].
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which, however, is not considered in the analysis presented
in this paper. Moreover, opportunistic link creation/activation
from source to destination might require a significant exchange
of control messages among the intermediate nodes of the multihop route, reducing the overall transfer of “useful” information.
This is the price one has to pay for increased robustness against
mobility, as will be shown in Section VI. Further research is
needed to address these important aspects of ONRBS-based
ad hoc wireless network communications. In this paper, for the
sake of simplicity, we assume a “perfect” control channel mechanism for route maintenance: in particular, we assume that a
√
neighboring node at distance Θ(1/ ρS ) can be “immediately”
found for the activation of the next link.
B. Reservation-Based Switching (RBS)
In this case, during the route discovery process, intermediate
relay nodes are reserved in a static way. In other words, once
a route is created, the order of the intermediate relay nodes
does not change for the entire duration of the transmission,
regardless of the actual lengths of the links. Obviously, for a
sufficiently high node mobility level, even assuming that the
initial setup of a multihop route is characterized by a sequence
√
of hops with length Θ(1/ ρS ), the lengths of the latest links of
the route could significantly change with respect to their initial
lengths. Hence, we expect that the robustness of RBS to node
mobility is significantly reduced with respect to that of ONRBS.
This degradation should be limited, however, if the mobility
pattern is characterized by frequent changes of direction (such
mobility model is described in Section V-B. We also note that
the source node or intermediate nodes could have to wait in
√
order to find a neighbor at distance Θ(1/ ρS ). Consequently,
the source could be getting away from the destination during
this time. Since we are interested in a steady-state networkcommunication regime and a delay analysis is not the focus of
this paper (where the focus is on an average BER performance
analysis), we do not explicitly consider this aspect in the
remainder of this paper.
V. M OBILITY M ODELS
The mobility status of a node can be described in terms
of its speed, which is denoted as v, and its direction angle
(with respect to a horizontal axis), which is denoted as θ. Two
possible mobility models are considered in the following, but
we underline that the proposed approach is applicable to other
cases, provided that a statistical description of nodes’ mobility
model is available.
A. DP Mobility Model
In this case, during the transmission of a message, the
direction and speed of the two nodes at the ends of a link are
constant. Based on this assumption, we now investigate how
this mobility model can be combined with the two considered
switching strategies.
1) ONRBS: Consecutive links are considered “independent” of each other. More precisely, the mobility status of a
node during a message transmission in a link (where such node

Fig. 4. Link evolution during a message transmission in the case of DP
mobility model.

is the final node) will be independent of its mobility status
during the message transmission in the consecutive link (where
such node is the initial node).
Under the assumption of a DP mobility model, we now
outline the evolution, during a message transmission, of an
intermediate link of a multihop route. We refer to the two
nodes of a link as nA and nB . We assume that these nodes
have constant speeds and direction angles, which are denoted
as (vA , θA ) and (vB , θB , respectively), during the transmission
of a message. Their initial distance is dlink . The link statuses at
the activation (t = ts ) and at the end (t = te = ts + Dmsg ) of
a message transmission are shown in Fig. 4. Simple geometric
considerations allow one to express the final link length delink as


2
2
2
2
vA
−2vA vB Dmsg
+vB
cos(θA −θB )
delink = d2link +Dmsg
+ 2dlink Dmsg (vA cos θA −vB cos θB )

0.5

. (16)

In order to make an average performance analysis based on the
framework developed in Section II, it is expedient to compute
an average link length denoted as dlink . As a simple and
meaningful average link length, we consider the arithmetic
mean between dslink = dlink and delink , i.e.,
dslink + delink
2 

1 2
dlink
2
2
2
+
d
vA
− 2vA vB
+ Dmsg
+ vB
=
2
2 link
2
· Dmsg cos(θA − θB ) + 2dlink Dmsg


dlink =

× (vA cos θA − vB cos θB )

0.5

.

(17)

At this point, we assume that the average link SNR during the
transmission of a message can be obtained from (6), provided
that dlink is replaced by dlink . The fundamental difference
with the case of a static topology is the fact that dlink is a
random variable, whose realization depends on the realizations
of (vA , θA ) and (vB , θB ).
In general, a Monte Carlo simulation-based approach for the
evaluation of the BER at the end of a multihop route with an
average number of hops can be considered. For the sake of
simplicity, the mobility patterns of different nodes are assumed

to be independent. We define as ζi = (vi , θi , vi+1 , θi+1 ) the
ensemble of speed and movement angle realizations of the two
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nodes constituting the ith hop, i ∈ {1, . . . , nh }, during a message transmission.9 Clearly, dlink = dlink (ζi ). We denote the ith
link BER (under the Gaussian assumption for the interference
noise), corresponding to the realization ζi , as BERGauss
link (ζi ).
Hence, the final BER at the end of a multihop route with
an average number of hops (under the Gaussian assumption
for the interference noise) corresponding to an overall realiza
tion ensemble,10 denoted as ζONRBS = (ζ1 , . . . , ζnh ), can be
written as
BERGauss
route (ζONRBS ) = 1 −

nh
!
"
#
1 − BERGauss
link (ζi ) .
i=1

Considering a sufficiently large number η of realization en(j)
(j)
(j)
sembles, i.e., ζONRBS = (ζ1 , . . . , . . . , ζnh ), j ∈ {1, . . . , η},
the average BER under the Gaussian assumption can be
estimated as
η
$

BERGauss
route =

j=1



(j)
BERroute ζONRBS
η

.

(18)

Therefore, owing to the assumption that the route BER floor
is given by (11), the route BER can be finally expressed as
follows:


3λM
BERroute = max BERGauss
,
n
.
h
route
4Rb

(19)

2) RBS: Once a multihop route has been established, a
message flows through the originally reserved links of the route,
regardless of their evolution (due to nodes’ movement). In
other words, when a message reaches an intermediate link of
the route, the message transmission over this link is activated
regardless of the corresponding link length. This situation is
depicted in Fig. 5 (in the figure, nh = 6), where it is assumed
that the mobility status of each node remains constant for the
entire message transmission along the activated route. Note
that a fundamental assumption, which is implicit in Fig. 5,
is the fact that a message, before being retransmitted by an
intermediate node, needs to be completely received. In other
words, an intermediate node cannot start forwarding a message
before having received it completely. This is consistent with a
realistic communication scheme where complete regeneration
is considered at each intermediate node. However, the use of
particular coding/decoding techniques could allow retransmission before complete reception. This aspect is beyond the scope

(i)

(i)

(i+1)

(i+1)

9 Note that (v
, θA
) are the two consecutive moB , θB ) and (vA
bility statuses relative to the same node. In the case of ONRBS, we assume
that they are independent. This implies that the same node is associated with
two different mobility statuses in a link where it is the final node and in the
following link, √
where it is the starting node. In all cases, the number of hops is
likely to be Θ( N ).
10 Note that, due to ONRBS, it might happen that the number of hops between
source and destination is actually larger than nh . However, in order to make a
simple and meaningful comparison with the case of RBS, we assume that the
total number of hops from source to destination is still, on average, nh .

Fig. 5. Route evolution during a message transmission in the case of RBS.

of this paper, but we point out that the proposed approach could
be extended to take this aspect into account.
It is intuitive to visualize each communication route as a
“tube,” inside which the messages generated at the source
node flow to the destination node, at the end of the tube. As
shown in Fig. 5 for a particular sequence of nodes’ mobility
statuses, while a message flows along the route, the corresponding tube bends (due to node mobility). In correspondence to
the activation of the last link of the route in Fig. 5 (i.e, for
t = t1 + 5Dmsg ), no tube is shown, since it is immediate to
realize that the tube “bent” too much in some regions (e.g.,
around node n3 ). In other words, the tube is most probably
going to break and needs to be “updated” (e.g., node n2 could
communicate directly to node n4 , bypassing node n3 ). In a
realistic scenario, this updating would be carried out by the
routing protocol. Intuitively, it is not difficult to realize that the
higher the speed, the sooner a tube is going to break.
The approach considered in Section V-A1, for the evaluation of the BER in a network-communication scenario with
ONRBS, can be extended to the case with RBS. In fact, for
each link of the route, it is possible to compute the associated
starting and final lengths, thus obtaining the average link length
(as the arithmetic mean of starting and final lengths). For
the first link, activated at t = t1 , the starting and final link
lengths are
(1,s)

dlink = dlink


(1,e)
2
2
v12 + v22 − 2v1 v2 Dmsg
dlink = d2link + Dmsg
cos(θ1 − θ2 )
+ 2dlink Dmsg (v1 cos θ1 − v2 cos θ2 )

0.5

.
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In general, for the ith route link, between nodes ni and ni+1 ,
activated at time instant t = t1 + (i − 1)Dmsg , the starting and
ending link lengths can be written as follows,11 respectively:


(i,s)
2
dlink = d2link +[(i−1)Dmsg ]2 vi2 +vi+1
−2vi vi+1 [(i−1)Dmsg ]2 cos(θi −θi+1 )

(i,e)

dlink

0.5
+ 2dlink (i−1)Dmsg (vi cos θi −vi+1 cos θi+1 )


2
= d2link +(iDmsg )2 vi2 +vi+1
− 2vi vi+1 (iDmsg )2 cos(θi −θi+1 )
+ 2dlink iDmsg (vi cos θi −vi+1 cos θi+1 )

0.5

.
(i)

The average length of the ith link, which is denoted as dlink ,
can simply be obtained by considering the arithmetic mean
between the starting link length and the ending link length,
(i)
(i,s)
(i,e)
i.e., dlink = (dlink + dlink )/2. The BER at the end of the ith
link under the Gaussian assumption for the interference noise,
denoted as BERGauss
link i , is obtained by substituting dlink in (6)
(i)

for dlink , which depends on (vi , θi , vi+1 , θi+1 ). In this case,
(1)
(nh )
the sequence of average link lengths {dlink , . . . , dlink } depends
on the ensemble of the realizations of the nodes’ mobility sta

tuses, which we define as ζRBS = {(v1 , θ1 ), . . . , (vnh , θnh )}.
The BER (under the Gaussian assumption for the interference
noise) at the end of a multihop route described by the ensemble
realization ζRBS can then be written as
BERGauss
route (ζRBS ) = 1−

n!
h −1

"

#
1−BERGauss
link i (vi , θi , vi+1 , θi+1 ) .

i=1

Considering, as in Section V-A1, a sufficiently large number η
(j)
(j) (j)
(j) (j)
of realization ensembles ζRBS = {(v1 , θ1 ), (v2 , θ2 ), . . . ,
(j) (j)
(vnh , θnh )}, j ∈ {1, . . . , η}, the BER at the end of a multihop
route with an average number of hops can be estimated as
η
$

BERGauss
route

=

j=1



(j)

BERGauss
ζRBS
route
η


.

As at the end of the previous section, the final expression for
the route BER is given by (19).
B. DNP Mobility Model
Unlike a network-communication scenario characterized by
a DP mobility model, in a network scenario characterized by a
DNP mobility model, a node can change the direction of movement during a message transmission. In particular, we break
the message duration into a finite number Σ of subintervals
11 Note that this analysis makes the implicit assumption that the propagation
time between two neighboring nodes is negligible compared to the duration
of a message transmission. This is verified in all the considered cases, and it
is reasonable to expect that it will be verified in almost any practical ad hoc
wireless network where successive hops are made between neighboring nodes.

Fig. 6. Link evolution under the assumption of DNP mobility model. In
particular, within a message transmission, Σ = 3 subintervals, corresponding
to different movement directions, are considered.

(or slots) of equal duration. Neglecting the propagation time,
in each slot, a node, moving at speed v, covers a distance
equal to Dmsg v/Σ. While we still assume that the speed of
a node remains constant for the entire message duration, we
assume that the movement angle can change from slot to slot.
In particular, the change of angle ∆θ at the end of a slot can
be considered as a function of the speed: intuitively, the faster
a node is moving, the smaller the change of direction can
be—A more specific model will be introduced in Section VI.
In Fig. 6, a pictorial example of the evolution of the link
between two neighboring nodes (in the case with Σ = 3 slots
per message duration) is shown. The extension of the BER
performance analysis to the current mobility model is outlined
in the following.
1) ONRBS: In this case, we simply assume that the average
link length dlink during a message transmission is obtained as
the arithmetic mean of the average link lengths over consecutive
slots. Since the average link length in the jth slot, denoted as
dlink j , is
dlink j =

dslink j + delink j
2

j = 1, . . . , Σ

the average link length during a message transmission can thus
be written as
Σ
$

dlink =

j=1

dlink j
Σ

.

Denoting by nA and nB the two nodes at the ends of a link




and defining by ∆θ A = (∆θA,1 , . . . , ∆θA,Σ−1 ) and ∆θ B =
(∆θB,1 , . . . , ∆θB,Σ−1 ) the sequences of direction changes in
the Σ consecutive time slots (within a message transmission)
for node nA and node nB , respectively, it is not difficult
to conclude that the average link length dlink depends on
(vA , θA , ∆θ A ) and (vB , θB , ∆θ B ).
As in the case of DP mobility model, in this case as well,
a Monte Carlo simulation-based approach for the evaluation
of the BER at the end of a multihop route with an average
number of links can be used. A generic realization of the
mobility statuses of the two nodes constituting the ith link
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of the multihop route (i ∈ {1, . . . , nh }), defined as ζi , can be
expressed as follows:


ζi = (vi , θi , ∆θ i , vi+1 , θi+1 , ∆θ i+1 ).
An ensemble realization of nodes’ mobility statuses character


izing an entire multihop route is then denoted as ζONRBS
=


(ζ1 , . . . , ζnh ). Given the link lengths, over a multihop route,
associated with the extended realizations {ζi }, the corresponding BER (under the Gaussian assumption for the interference
noise distribution) at the end of the route can be computed.
Considering a sufficiently large number η of ensemble real,(j)
izations {ζONRBS }ηj=1 , it is possible to compute the average
BER (under the Gaussian assumption) through Monte Carlo
simulations, and the final expression for the route BER is
obtained through (19).
2) RBS: Reasoning as in the case of ONRBS, it is possible
to extend the approach considered for RBS in the case with
a DP mobility model to a scenario characterized by a DNP
mobility model. The average link length di of the ith hop

ζi =

(vi , θi , ∆θ RBS
, vi+1 ,
i

of a multihop route depends on
θi+1 , ∆θ RBS
i+1 ). In this case, in order to describe the mobility
statuses of the nodes of a multihop route, an ensemble realization is given by the sequence of mobility status realizations for
all nodes, i.e.,



ζRBS
= v1 , θ1 , ∆θ RBS
, . . . , vnh , θnh , ∆θ RBS
nh
1



where, unlike the case with ONRBS, the vector ∆θ RBS
coni
taining the angular direction changes for the ith node is

Fig. 7. Route BER versus node spatial density in the case of DP mobility
model and ONRBS. The maximum node speed is vmax = 20 m/s. The ideal
(no INI) case and the realistic (INI) case with RESGO MAC protocol (for
various values of the average traffic load λ) are considered.

sented according to the considered mobility model, either DP
or DNP. In both cases, in order to evaluate the BER through the
proposed semi-analytical Monte Carlo technique, a sufficiently
large number η of independent route realizations is considered.
The major network parameter values used are indicated in the
figures. In particular, the transmit power (Pt = 2 mW) can be
considered as typical of wireless sensor networks [33]. The proposed approach can be straightforwardly extended, as shown in
[17], to the case of wireless local area networks (Pt = 0.5 W)
[34], [35] and smart dustlike networks (Pt ≈ 1 µW) [36].
The results presented hereafter hold, trendwise, also in the two
latter scenarios.



∆θ RBS
= ∆θi,1 , . . . , ∆θi,Σ−1 , . . .
i

· · · ∆θi,(i−1)(Σ−1)+1 , . . . , ∆θi,i(Σ−1) .
Unlike the case with ONRBS, consecutive link realizations

(ζi and ζi+1
) are not independent. In other words, the ensemble

realization ζRBS
depends on the single nodes’ mobility realizations, rather than on the realizations of consecutive independent
links. Finally, as in the case of DP mobility model, the BER at
the end of a multihop route (under the Gaussian assumption for
the interference noise), corresponding to the “overall” realiza
tion ζRBS
, can be written as

BERGauss
route (ζRBS )

= 1−

n!
h −1

"
#
RBS
1−BERGauss
, vi+1 , θi+1 , ∆θ RBS
link i vi , θi , ∆θ i
i+1 .

i=1

The final expression for the route BER can then be obtained as
described in the previous sections.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we analyze the impact of mobility, based on
the semi-analytical approach previously introduced, in various
ad hoc wireless networking scenarios, corresponding to different switching and mobility assumptions. The results are pre-

A. DP Mobility Model
In this case, consecutive links are independent. Moreover, we
assume that for each node, the speed v is uniformly distributed
in [0, vmax ], and the angular direction θ is uniformly distributed
in [0, 2π). The DP mobility model corresponds, in this case, to
the random waypoint mobility model [37].
In Fig. 7, the BER performance in the case of ONRBS
is shown as a function of the node spatial density ρS . In
particular, we consider a network-communication scenario with
N = 103 nodes (nh = 18), and we assume that the message
length is M = 104 b/msg, and that the maximum node speed is
vmax = 20 m/s. As one can observe from the results in Fig. 7,
the route BER reaches the floor predicted by the analysis in
Section III-A. Note that for λ ≤ 0.1 msg/s, the route BER
basically coincides with that in the ideal case in the region
above the floor. If the traffic load becomes high (λ ≥ 1 msg/s),
then the route BER is worse than that in the ideal case also
above the floor—the route BER is unacceptable anyways.
Although the mobility level of the nodes is fairly high, comparing the results in Fig. 7 with the results (not shown here for
lack of space) relative to a static ad hoc wireless network, it
is immediate to conclude that the difference is negligible. In
other words, ONRBS is very robust against node mobility (for
sufficiently low interference) and the performance is dictated
by the interference level.
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Fig. 8. Route BER versus node spatial density in the case of DP mobility
model and RBS. The maximum node speed is vmax = 5 m/s. The ideal (no
INI) case and the realistic (INI) case with RESGO MAC protocol (for various
values of the traffic load) are considered.

Fig. 9. Route BER versus maximum node speed in the case of DP mobility
model. The ideal (no INI) case and the realistic (INI) case with RESGO MAC
protocol (for various values of the traffic load) are considered.

Considering an RBS-based wireless network-communication
scenario, the performance results, in terms of route BER versus
node spatial density, are shown in Fig. 8, for vmax = 5 m/s.
Note that the trend of the performance results is very similar to
that observed in the ONRBS case shown in Fig. 7. Although
the mobility level in the case with RBS (vmax = 5 m/s) is
significantly lower than that in the case with ONRBS (vmax =
20 m/s). As in the case with ONRBS, the route BER performance is basically dictated by the interference level. This leads
to the following important observation: if the MAC protocol is
not effective in canceling or mitigating the interference (as in
the case of RESGO), then the performance of an ad hoc wireless
network with mobile nodes is likely to be determined by the
multiple access interference, rather than the mobility level of
the nodes.
A general comment, regarding the BER performance
obtained with RBS, might be worthwhile here. In fact, the
obtained results are based on the transmission of a single
message along the multihop route. However, in packet-switched
networks a message could be split into several packets (called
datagrams). If this is the case, then the BER performance
with RBS could significantly degrade. On the other hand,
the performance with ONRBS is basically independent of the
number of packets transmitted from source to destination, since
each consecutive packet will be opportunistically forwarded
by selecting the most convenient route. This underlines the
importance, from a practical viewpoint, of a very efficient route
maintenance mechanism in an ONRBS-based ad hoc wireless
network-communication scenario.
In order to further understand the impact of the speed on
the BER performance, in Fig. 9, the BER is evaluated as a
function of the maximum speed vmax in ideal and realistic
scenarios with RESGO MAC protocol. Two possible values
for the average packet transmission rate (λ = 0.0001 msg/s and
λ = 0.001 msg/s) are considered, and the message length is set
to M = 106 b/msg (125 kB/msg). The node spatial density is
fixed to ρS = 0.02 m−2 , and the considered number of nodes
is N = 103 . As one can see, the impact of the routing strategy

(either ONRBS or RBS) is significant only in the ideal case
(where there is no interference), whereas there is no performance difference in the realistic (with interference) scenarios.
In the ideal case, for increasing values of the maximum speed
vmax , while the BER in the ONRBS case does not change (the
maximum speed should be increased much more to observe a
noticeable performance degradation), the BER in the RBS case
degrades rapidly, increasing almost proportionally to vmax . In
fact, an RBS scheme is characterized by the fact that nodes do
not change direction of movement during the entire duration
of the message transmission, which is equal (neglecting the
propagation time) to the product between the
√ message duration
(Dmsg ) and the number of hops (nh = Θ( N )). Therefore, if
the maximum speed is large, it follows that the nodes of the last
links of a route can move very far from each other, with respect
to their original positions, so that the BER at the end of a route
may significantly degrade. On the other hand, in the case of
ONRBS, each link is opportunistically activated, and the corresponding nodes do not move significantly, for all considered
values of the maximum speed, during a message transmission
of duration Dmsg . In a realistic network-communication scenario with interference, the impact of mobility is irrelevant (for
the considered network conditions). As previously observed,
in general, one can conclude that the higher the interference
between the nodes (INI), the lower is the impact of the routing
strategy on the performance.
In Fig. 10, the dependence of the route BER on the message length is shown in the case of very low node mobility
level. More precisely, the maximum speed is vmax = 2 m/s,
which corresponds to a pedestrian network-communication
scenario. As one can observe, for increasing message length
(i.e., transmission duration), the route BER reaches 1, i.e., the
performance becomes unacceptable. While in the ideal case,
there is a significant difference between the performance with
ONRBS and RBS (for example, at a maximum tolerable route
BER equal to 10−3 , the maximum message length supported
with ONRBS is M 6 × 108 b/msg, whereas that supported
with RBS is M 2.5 × 107 b/msg), in a realistic case (with
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Fig. 10. BER performance versus message dimension M in the case of DP
mobility model. The maximum speed is vmax = 2 m/s. The ideal (no INI)
case and realistic case (with INI and various traffic loads) are considered.

Fig. 11. Route BER performance versus message dimension M in the case of
DP mobility model. The maximum speed is vmax = 30 m/s. The ideal (no INI)
case and realistic (INI) case with RESGO MAC protocol (for various traffic
loads) are considered.

interference and average packet generation rate λ equal to 0.01
and 0.1 msg/s, respectively), there is no difference between
ONRBS and RBS—this is also predicted by the results, for low
value of vmax , shown in Fig. 9. In Fig. 11, the same analysis is
conducted in the case with vmax = 30 m/s (a vehicular networkcommunication scenario). It is possible to show that an increase
of the maximum speed has a dual effect.
1) For a given maximum acceptable BER, in an ideal scenario (without interference), the maximum acceptable
message length becomes significantly lower.
2) There is still no performance difference between the two
considered switching techniques in a realistic networkcommunication scenario (with interference). These results are in agreement with those in Fig. 9, where the
impact of the switching technique is negligible up to
vmax = 40 m/s.
The results in Fig. 11 show that in a realistic scenario with
high interference, the two switching schemes offer basically

Fig. 12. Route BER performance versus node spatial density ρS for a DNP
mobility model with (a) ONRBS (the message length is M = 109 b/msg)
and (b) RBS (the message length is M = 108 b/msg). Various values of the
parameter σ and the maximum angle deviation ∆θmax are considered.

the same performance. This underlies the importance of the
MAC protocol employed in an ad hoc wireless network. If the
MAC protocol is not effective in combating the interference,
then switching strategy entails minor performance differences.
In other words, the switching strategy (or routing) plays an important role only if the MAC protocol is effective in mitigating
the interference in the network.
B. DNP Mobility Model
As mentioned in Section V-B, it is intuitively obvious that
the faster a node is moving, the less pronounced is the direction
change during a message transmission. In order to formalize
this intuition, we assume that the direction change ∆θ between
two consecutive time slots can be written as


1
∆θ = ±∆θmax 1 − e− v

(20)

where v is the speed of the node (constant for the entire message
transmission), ∆θmax corresponds to the maximum considered
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Fig. 14. BER performance versus parameter M in the case of DNP mobility
model. The performance for both the cases with ONRBS and RBS is shown.
The node spatial density is ρS = 2 × 10−6 m−2 and the maximum speed is
vmax = 2 m/s. Various values of the parameter Σ and the maximum angle
deviation ∆θmax are considered.

Fig. 13. Route BER performance versus parameter Σ in the case of DNP
mobility model with (a) ONRBS (the message length is M = 109 b/msg)
and (b) RBS (the message length is M = 108 b/msg). Various values of the
maximum angle deviation ∆θmax are considered.

change of angular direction of movement, and the sign in
front of the angular deviation (+ or −) is chosen randomly
and independently in successive slots. In order to evaluate the
impact of the proposed DNP mobility model with respect to
that of the DP mobility model, the following analysis is limited
to an ideal (no INI) case. The extension to a realistic (INI)
case is straightforward. However, the maximum speed is set
to vmax = 2 m/s in all considered examples: this corresponds
to a pedestrian network-communication scenario and justifies
multiple changes of direction during a message transmission.
In Fig. 12, the route BER performance is shown as a function
of the node spatial density, considering ONRBS [Fig. 12(a)] and
RBS [Fig. 12(b)]. All the major network parameters, except for
the message length, have the same values in both cases. In fact,
the message length is M = 109 b/msg with ONRBS, whereas
it is M = 108 b/msg with RBS. In both cases, three possible
values for the parameter Σ (1, 2, and 5) and two possible
values for the maximum angular deviation ∆θmax (π/4 and
π) are considered. It is immediate to notice that an increase
of Σ and/or ∆θmax has a beneficial effect on the route BER
performance. In particular, the performance improvement is
much more pronounced in the case with RBS. In fact, in this

case, the latest links of the route, rather than tending to become
longer, do not change significantly, since the frequent direction
changes force a node to move around its original position.
One can also observe that in the case with Σ = 1, while the
performance with ONRBS is independent of ∆θmax (since each
√
link has initial length equal to 1/ ρS ), the performance with
RBS is not.
The impact of the number Σ of direction changes on the BER
performance is shown in Fig. 13 in the cases with ONRBS
(M = 109 b/msg) [Fig. 13(a)] and RBS (M = 108 b/msg)
[Fig. 13(b)]. As one can see, increasing values of Σ improve the
performance. However, the relative performance improvement
is more evident for low values of Σ, while it reduces for larger
values. As noticed for the results in Fig. 12, in this case as well,
it is evident that the performance improvement, for increasing
values of the parameter Σ, is more pronounced in RBS-based
schemes than in ONRBS-based schemes.
Finally, in Fig. 14, the BER performance, as a function of the
message length M , is shown in both ONRBS- and RBS-based
schemes. The parameter Σ is fixed to 5, and various values
of the maximum angular deviation ∆θmax are considered. The
qualitative behavior of the performance curves is the same as
that shown in Fig. 10, computed with the DP mobility model.
As previously noticed, increasing the maximum angular deviation ∆θmax has a beneficial effect, especially in an RBS-based
ad hoc wireless network. In other words, stronger changes
of direction alleviate the degradation brought about by node
mobility, and this effect is more pronounced in an ad hoc
wireless network-communication scenario where there is no
adaptive route maintenance.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Many factors affect the performance of ad hoc wireless
networks, among which node mobility plays a significant role.
While routing is usually studied by assuming perfect connectivity, in this paper we have proposed a semi-analytical
approach to investigate the relation between node mobility,
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switching strategy, and physical-layer characteristics, and their
impact on the BER performance at the end of a multihop route.
The proposed framework can be used in conjunction with any
mobility model, provided that a suitable statistical description
is available. Our results show that the use of ONRBS allows
supporting, at the expense of heavier control traffic, a higher
mobility level than the use of RBS. We have also shown that
the larger the traffic load (and, consequently, the interference),
the lower is the impact of the routing (or switching) strategy
(i.e., RBS versus ONRBS) on the network performance. Two
mobility models, namely DP and DNP, have been considered.
Our results show that, in RBS-based ad hoc wireless networks,
DNP mobility supports a better performance than DP mobility,
since frequent changes of directions average out, forcing the
nodes to move around their original positions, rather than
moving far away and, therefore, disrupting connectivity.
Finally, a general conclusion of this work is that switching
(and, therefore, routing) plays an important role in ad hoc
wireless networks only if the MAC protocol is effective against
the interference. If communications in the network are affected
by significant interference, then the choice of the switching scheme does not and cannot significantly improve the
performance.
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